
 

 

The 2017 Reebok CrossFit Games Regionals 
as seen through a pinhole. | BY DAVE RE

THE LIGHT IN THE 

I heard that question more times than I can count during the 2017 
Reebok CrossFit Games Regionals season. 

“That,” a little wooden box, was a pinhole camera. 

Camera obscura, Latin for “dark room,” describes this phenomenon: A 
tiny hole in the wall of a darkened room or box will allow projection of 
an image of the scene outside the room onto the interior wall oppo-
site the hole, albeit inverted and backward. 

Make the room really small, add something to block the tiny hole until 
you want it open, put some modern photographic film on that interior 
wall, and you get a pinhole camera. No lenses required. 

Pinhole images are rendered a bit soft, in a way that’s often  
described as “ethereal” or “nostalgic.” Very little light passes through 
the pinhole, so exposures are necessarily long. Moving subjects 
become motion blurred. With no viewfinder and no digital image to 
review in the moment, it’s a total shot in the dark (room).

This photo essay represents an experiment to bring a very old  
imaging technology into the context of a very modern sport and  
perhaps find a new way of seeing CrossFit competition. 

BOX
“What the heck is that?”

Technical details: 
The camera was an Ondu Pinhole Multiformat.  
All images were shot on Kodak Tri-X 400 film and developed 
in Diafine for an effective film speed of ISO 1600.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera_obscura


Athletes work on the Assault AirRunner during Team Event 1 at the East Regional. 15-second exposure.



5.11 Tactical plate carriers dry in the sun behind the Caja Magica at the Meridian Regional. 1/15-second exposure.



Fans gather around the Reebok photo mosaic at the Meridian Regional. 90-second exposure.



Caja Magica architecture following the Meridian Regional. Approx. 3-second exposure.



Rory McKernan interviews a team at the Meridian Regional. 15-second exposure.



The South Regional during Team Event 5. 25-second exposure.



Rogue Strongman Sandbags superimposed on the East Regional warm-up area. Accidental double exposure. Total exposure unknown.



Head judge Adrian Bozman observes the final team event at the Meridian Regional. 15-second exposure.



The Meridian Regional CrossFit HQ photo team. Self-portrait. 3-minute exposure.



Rogue “chess piece” markers stored behind the scenes at the East Regional. 3-minute exposure.



Interior of the broadcast production truck during Sunday’s individual events at the Meridian Regional. 5-hour exposure.



The California Regional during Team Event 5. 15-second exposure.



Closing ceremonies at the Meridian Regional. Photo: Beth Re. 15-second exposure.



Thomas Campitelli edits photographs between events at the South Regional. Intently focused on his work, Tom did not realize this 3-minute exposure was made.



Rogue Worms stored to the side of the competition floor at the East Regional. 25-second exposure.


